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ABSTRACT
We address the challenge of tag recommendation for web
video clips on portals such as YouTube. In a quantitative
study on 23,000 YouTube videos, we first evaluate different
tag suggestion strategies employing user profiling (using tags
from the user’s upload history) as well as social signals (the
channels a user subscribed to) and content analysis. Our
results confirm earlier findings that – at least when employ-
ing users’ original tags as ground truth – a history-based
approach outperforms other techniques.

Second, we suggest a novel approach that integrates the
strengths of history-based tag suggestion with a content
matching crowd-sourced from a large repository of user gen-
erated videos. Our approach performs a visual similarity
matching and merges neighbors found in a large-scale ref-
erence dataset of user-tagged content with others from the
user’s personal history. This way, signals gained by crowd-
sourcing can help to disambiguate tag suggestions, for ex-
ample in cases of heterogeneous user interest profiles or non-
existing user history. Our quantitative experiments indicate
that such a personalized tag transfer gives strong improve-
ments over a standard content matching, and moderate ones
over a content-free history-based ranking.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing

Keywords
Tag Suggestion, Content Analysis, Personalization, Social

1. INTRODUCTION
Web video platforms have experienced an immense growth

over the last years in terms of content being broadcasted
and their user communities’ interaction. This can be seen
on YouTube - the market leader in this area - which alone
handles 72 hours of video uploads every minute, serves 3
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Figure 1: An evaluation 2 showing how many videos are
annotated by how many tags. As seen the majority of videos
do no have any tags assigned or are weakly annotated. Top
right : A video as seen on YouTube with no title nor tags
assigned (red box).

billion hours of video a month and is visited by 800 million
unique users each month with half of them taking one of
the available social actions, like commenting other videos or
sharing videos with friends 1.

To guide users to the content they are interested in, web
video platforms rely on textual annotations such as titles and
tags. These form the driving force for many applications like
search, recommendation, browsing, and advertising. While
this meta-data – as added by the video owner manually dur-
ing the uploading process – is vital for the before mentioned
services, it is extremely sparse as illustrated in Figure 1:
Lots of YouTube videos are weakly labeled and address only
a limited audience 2. Correspondingly, the majority (99%)
of video views on YouTube are generated by a few (30%)
highly popular videos [25].

To make sparsely annotated videos more accessible, tag
recommendation – the automatic suggestion of potential tags
for a clip – can help. Often, such systems provide a set of
tags to annotate a user’s content alongside his own tags.
Additionally, they might be used to automatically deduce
tags for videos [21] or images [1] that were not tagged by
their original uploader.

Tag suggestion can employ different strategies and infor-

1
http://www.youtube.com/t/press_statistics

2
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mation sources, including (1) personalization signals from
the user’s upload history (“suggest tags that the user has
used before”) as well as (2) social signals (“suggest tags that
the user’s friends / subscribed interest groups have used”)
or (3) content-based ones (“infer tags from the content of a
video”). These different information sources come with dif-
ferent limitations: While history-based tagging is bound to
fail in case of topical shifts, content-based tagging is limited
as tags are motivated by lots of other factors that are dif-
ficult to infer from the content (think of a user’s personal
background and affect) [1].

Therefore our main contribution is to show that crowd-
sourced signals can help when integrated into a tag sugges-
tion system. To do so, we first evaluate common tag recom-
mendations strategies on a large-scale dataset of YouTube
clips where the original user-generated tags are used as ground
truth. Here, our results confirm earlier findings [14] that a
history-based suggestion of tags offers a simple and strong
strategy. Second, as our focus moves towards crowd-sourcing,
we introduce a novel approach that extends history-based
tag suggestion with a visual content analysis crowd-sourced
from YouTube: In our system, two similarity matchings are
conducted for the questioned video, once with a large-scale
reference dataset of user-tagged content and once with con-
tent in the user’s personal history. The nearest neighbors
found in both cases are merged based on their similarity,
and a tag transfer is conducted by voting. This approach
offers the following advantages:

• Employing history content: The approach uses not
only the tags in a user’s history but also the content.
This can help disambiguate tag suggestion (think of
multi-modal histories, i.e. users with multiple domi-
nant interests).

• Crowd-sourcing as a fall-back: In cases where the
user’s history provided little or misleading information
(e.g., in case of topical shifts) the large-scale content
matching is implicitly used as a fall-back solution.

We present experiments on a dataset of 23,000 YouTube
clips in which we demonstrate that the presented crowd-
sourced personalized tag transfer gives strong improvements
over a standard content-based one, and moderate improve-
ments over a content-free history-based system.

2. RELATED WORK
In this section related work in the context of tag recom-

mendation in general and tag recommendation of content-
based systems is outlined.

Tag Recommendation.
General tag recommendation can be understood as infer-

ring tags based on information sources such as text, global
tagging behavior or user history. TagAssist [20] – a text-
based tag recommendation system – employs TF-IDF to
infer tags based on similar post from a corpus of known
posts. More flexible systems are presented in [16], where tags
provided by the user are extended by global co-occurrence
derived from tagged images taken from Flickr. Regarding
the utilization of user information, different approaches have
been presented. In [15] a clustering-based approach on user
interest is used for tag suggestion, whereas in [3] a random

walk over ratings and tags of a user profile is performed. Ex-
tending simple user profiles, in [13] a user’s social structure
is utilized for personalized tag recommendation. History-
based models have been introduced in [9, 14] where a user’s
history indicates a strong or even outperforming ability.

Content-based Tag Recommendation.
As our focus is particularly on personalizing content-based

methods, we also review related work in this area. The au-
tomatic inference of tags from images and videos (referred
to as image/video annotation or concept detection) has been
study to extensive research for over a decade now (for a sur-
vey, please refer to [19]). A wide part of activities centers
around collective quantitative efforts like TRECVID [18] or
the PASCAL Visual Object Challenge [6], where evaluations
are conducted on common datasets. Thereby, a widely used
approach is to choose a patch-based image representation (for
example, using bag-of-visual-words features [17] or their vari-
ants) and applying Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [19]
for classification. As an alternative to SVMs, nearest neigh-
bor methods have been investigated, which conduct a label
transfer between the targeted content and a labeled train-
ing set using a similarity-based matching [12, 22], which of-
fers the advantages of scalability to very large quantities of
training data and transparency of the inference process. In
this work, we choose a nearest neighbor setup, particularly
because it allows an adaptation to user’s personal content
without an time-consuming re-training.

Less work can be found on adapting tag suggestions to
user’s contexts. Datta et al. [4] use a light-weight adapta-
tion by a post-processing of concept scores to users’ tagging
behavior over time. In contrast to this work, our approach
adapts to the appearance of a users personal content as well.
From a broader perspective, our work is also related to meth-
ods embedding content-based inference with various types of
context information (such as geo-tags [10], events [7], inter-
est groups [24], or textual meta-data [21]).

3. APPROACH
To automatically suggest meaningful tags for a newly up-

loaded video, we describe multiple tag suggestion systems
that rely on different modalities. Each such tag suggestion
system takes a video vnew and associated information avail-
able via YouTube (e.g., the uploading user uvnew ). It sug-
gests a list of tags together with a confidence score for each
tag. For a video v its set of tags is denoted as Tv. The
collection of all tags in the dataset (i.e., the union of all Tv)
is denoted as T .

3.1 Baselines
In the following we introduce several systems based on the

following modalities:

History.
The history-based system utilizes tags that the user u used

for previously uploaded videos – called the history Hu – to
infer tags for a new video. For this the tags in Hu are sorted
by their frequency (the most frequent one at the top) and
this ordered list of tags is then suggested to the user. The
score for each tag t is the frequency Hu(t), normalized by the
number of videos in the history (referred to in the following
as the history’s length). Figure 2 illustrates the distribution



Figure 2: The frequency distribution of the number of
videos in YouTube user histories. It follows a power-law
distribution and shows that about 96% of the users have a
non-empty history.

of the different history lengths over the users. There it is
shown that although the history length follows a power-law
distribution, only about 1,000 of the 23,000 users do not
have any history at all. As about 96% of the users have a
non-empty history this source of information is of sufficient
density.

Co-Occurrence.
This system utilizes tags co-occurring with the user’s his-

tory. This is motivated by the idea that having an explo-
rative feature might be beneficial. For each tag t in the
user’s history all other videos on the platform (or a rea-
sonable subset thereof) are tested if they are labeled with
t. If so, all of the video’s tags (except t) get a vote. The
total number of votes for each co-occurring tag c can be
calculated as votesc =

P
t∈Hu

Hu(t) · cooc(t, c), ∀c ∈ T where

cooc(t, c) denotes the number of times t and c occur together
in other videos. To get the confidence scores for the tags,
the votes are normalized by the number of videos considered,
multiplied with the history length. This approach does not
suggest any tags if the history is empty, as it is the case for
the history-based system.

Channels.
Channels on YouTube are public collections of videos made

available by an author. Other users may subscribe to chan-
nels and are then informed if new videos are uploaded to
the channel. Channels allow to define a connection between
uvnew and the authors A of his/her subscribed channels and
therefore can be used as exemplary social signals. The votes
for a tag t can be calculated as votest =

P
a∈A

Ha(t), meaning

that the occurrences of tags are summed up over the histo-
ries of all subscribed channels’ authors. To get confidence
scores the votes are divided by the sum of all authors’ his-
tory lengths. If A is empty, i.e. the user has not subscribed
to any channels, then no tags can be suggested. This system
can be generalized to work with any other user-to-user(s)-
connection (e.g., A is the set of friends).

Visual Content.
Two systems will be described, both rely on the same

pipeline for label transfer, namely k Nearest Neighbor [5] us-

ing SIFT-based bag-of-visual-words features [11, 17]. Each
feature represents a video keyframe extracted by a change
detection algorithm [2]. For each keyframe there exist a set
of k nearest neighbors drawn from the training set, which is
independent of the test set. Two types of labels are used to
suggest tags:

1. Tag Transfer: The tags of the nearest neighbor’s as-
sociated video vnn are used as labels, denoted as Tvnn .
Tvnn(t) denotes the number of times a tag t occurs
in Tvnn . For each keyframe key in the set of key-
frames Kvnew that represent vnew, its k nearest neigh-
bors NNkey give votes for their tags. The votes are
weighted by a weight w that depends on the nearest
neighbor’s rank in NNkey , denoted as rank(nn). The
rank for the most similar nearest neighbor is 1 and re-
sults in the highest weight. The number of votes t gets
in total is:

votest =
X

nn∈NNkey

(|NNkey | − rank(nn))| {z }
w

·Tvnn(t)

The votes are then summed up over all keyframes. To
calculate the confidence score the votes are normalized
by:

|Kvnew | ·
|NNkey |X

i=1

i

2. Vocabulary: As an alternative to a direct tag trans-
fer we study a predefined concept vocabulary, using
the concept c of a nearest neighbor as its label. For
this we have defined a set of 230 concepts like base-

ball or shipwreck. A nearest neighbor is labeled with
concept c if its corresponding video was crawled from
YouTube using c as query. To use this information for
suggesting tags, a concept vocabulary is built for ev-
ery concept c. For this the tags of all videos in the
training set associated with c are summed up and or-
dered by frequency. This approach uses the training
videos’ labels to determine the concept cvnew of the
newly uploaded video. vnew is then suggested the con-
cept vocabulary for the concept cvnew . The confidence
scores can be calculated by normalizing the concept’s
tags by the number of videos that are labeled with this
concept.

3.2 Visual Personalized Tag Transfer
Our key contribution is the Visual Personalized Tag Trans-

fer approach which seeks to combine both history-based sig-
nals as well as content-based signals. This might be espe-
cially beneficial if the history of a user is not coherent, i.e.
tags cover more than one topic. In such a case the content-
based signals can help to boost tags that are about the topic
present in the uploaded video. Furthermore, this enables the
system to suggest tags even if the user has no history.

The working mechanism of this approach for a single key-
frame key ∈ Kvnew can be seen in Figure 3. There it is
shown that the videos in the user’s history are represented
by keyframes as it is the case for the content-based sys-
tems. The history keyframes are then re-ranked according
to their similarity to key (again calculated using Bag of Vi-
sual Words with SIFT features). As the nearest neighbors
gained by the Tag Transfer approach (in the following re-
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Figure 3: The Visual Personalized Tag Transfer approach
to automatic tag suggestion. For this approach the history
is merged with global nearest neighbors.

ferred to as the global nearest neighbors) use the same sim-
ilarity measure, both the re-ranked history RHkey and the
global nearest neighbors can be merged and again be ordered
by their similarity. This merged list is denoted as M in the
following. To adjust the influence of both subsets a parame-
ter called the personalization fraction, denoted as perfrac, is
introduced. From this parameter two weights are calculated

as the minimal integer solution of perfrac = |H|·hweight

|NNkey |·nnweight
.

Each entry in M gives a number of votes that is the product
of the inverse of its rank and nnweight for the global near-
est neighbors or hweight for tags of the history keyframes
respectively. This can be calculated by:

votest = hweight ·
X

nn∈M∩RHkey

rank(nn)+

nnweight ·
X

nn∈M∩NNkey

rank(nn)

where rank(nn) denotes the rank of nn in M . For the final
result the votes for all tags are summed up over all keyframes
key ∈ Kvnew .

4. EXPERIMENTS
In the following the presented systems will be evaluated

quantitatively and compared to each other. For this we will
describe the test setup in Section 4.1, as well as the underly-
ing concept detection pipeline of the content-based systems.
After this, in Section 4.2 the accuracy of all systems will be
compared and the performance of the concept detection will
be shown and discussed. Preliminary work and additional
experiments can be found in [8].

4.1 Setup
We selected a vocabulary of 230 concepts. For evaluation

purposes 200 videos were crawled for each of the 230 con-
cepts like baseball or shipwreck (for more details see [23],
which used the dataset for video-retrieval using visual and
and semantic signals). For each concept 100 videos have
been randomly chosen for training purposes and 100 for the
actual testing, both sets sharing no common entries. This
results in 23,000 test videos, on which both the concept de-
tection pipeline and the tag suggestion system are evaluated.

Figure 4: The Precision of the Visual Personalized Tag
Transfer system for different values of perfrac.

The suggested tags are evaluated against the tags - neglect-
ing stop words - that were assigned to the test videos by the
respective original uploader on YouTube. As performance
measures we use Precision and Recall of the suggested tags
in terms of the tags the video was labeled with. The motiva-
tion behind this is that user studies, which would be an alter-
native, are easily deluded by general terms [21] and may not
catch the original uploader’s intentions (for example in [21]
the average relevance of tags by the original uploader was
found to be 0.43 when rated by third-party raters). The sin-
gle Precision and Recall values are averaged over all 23,000
videos and reported over different ranks N , i.e. 1...25.

For the concept detection pipeline roughly 3 million key-
frames were extracted. To save computational time we sub-
sampled the keyframes randomly to 1,000 per concept (at
least one for each video). For each of these keyframes (scaled
to 250 by 250 pixels) a descriptor was build using a codebook
of 3,000 visual words. Further, for the nearest neighbors
matching k was set to k = 100 motivated by the trade-off
between computational time and choosing the square root
of the size of the dataset as a good value for k [5].

4.2 Results
We first focus on the Visual Personalized Tag Transfer ap-

proach: as its performance depends of the personalization
fraction, different values for perfrac can be seen in Figure 4.
It shows that values between 0.6 and 0.8 work best, espe-
cially 0.7 works well. This means that we have a quite broad
range for perfrac in which the system performs well, making
the choosing of the parameter less difficult. It also shows
that both extreme cases 0.0 (relying on the global nearest
neighbors only) and 1.0 (relying on the history only) work
worse than these values.

In Figure 7 the performance of all content-based systems is
illustrated. It can be seen that TagTransfer performs bet-
ter than Vocabulary(real), which suggests concept names
as tags. This is due to the limited accuracy of the concept
detection pipeline which achieves a Mean Average Preci-
sion of only about 5.33% (random guessing would result in
0.4%). This is also shown by the performance of an ora-
cle test run Vocabulary(oracle), using a perfect concept
detection pipeline illustrating that users use at least some



similar words for the same concept. Figure 8 shows the
performance of all presented systems in terms of Precision.
From these we can see following results:

• The History-based system proves to be a strong ap-
proach and is able to outperform most other systems.
This confirms earlier findings [14] and illustrates that
that the users in the dataset tend to have consistent
histories.

• The YouTube Data API3 does not allow us to distin-
guish if a users has no channels or has just set this
information to private. Because of this, the Channel-
based system is evaluated twice: Once on all users (all)
assuming a Precision and Recall of 0 for users with in-
accessible channels (true for 44% of all users) and once
only on those users who have channels (wc). The eval-
uation of (all) resulted in the worst performance of all
systems. But under the assumption of (wc) tag sug-
gestion performs much better, being among the best
single-modal system for lower ranks of N . This shows
that if channels are available they can reflect the user’s
interests. Nevertheless both systems perform worse
than the history-based system.

• The Co-Occurrence-based system is able to outper-
form all other realistic single-modal systems for ranks
N greater 1, except for the history-based system which
performs better. This illustrates that tags which occur
together with the ones from the user’s history at least
partly fit the user’s content.

• The best purely Visual Content-based system – the
Tag Transfer system – works worse than most other
systems. This shows that the global nearest neighbors
alone are not reliable enough for good tag suggestion.

• The Visual Personalized Tag Transfer system with
a personalization fraction of 0.7 greatly outperforms
all other non-oracle content-based systems. It also
modestly outperforms the history-based system, again
showing that enhancing the user’s history with content-
based signals can in fact help to improve the quality
of the tag suggestion.

The same results can be observed when considering Recall
rather than Precision. The benefits of the Visual Person-
alized Tag Transfer over a purely content-based system, in
this case the Tag Transfer approach, can be seen in Figure 5:
although tags like fireworks and paris can be inferred cor-
rectly when using visual information alone, such a system
is also deluded by the flickering lights of a TV show result-
ing in tags like show. The personalization of these results
by the user’s history, as done by the Visual Personalized
Tag Transfer system, helps to properly suggest tags being
present visually - a perfect result even though the history
is inconsistent (including videos about fireworks and cars).
The impact of this inconsistence is damped by the fact that
the history is re-ranked accord to visual similarity. Another
advantage is the detection of interest change: for example a
user who only tagged his past videos with home video but
now uploads a video about snooker is only suggested home

video by the history-based system, whereas the Visual Per-
sonalized Tag Transfer system correctly suggests snooker.

3
http://gdata.youtube.com/demo/index.html

Figure 5: An example for the different performances of the
Tag Transfer approach (top) and the Visual Personalized
Tag Transfer approach (bottom). Green tags are suggested
correctly, red ones are stop words. Each video is represented
by a single keyframe and its tags.

Examples for actual suggestions of the systems can be
seen in Figure 6. In the first row are videos illustrated by
a keyframe, in the second row the tags by the uploading
user are shown and in the bottom row the top six suggested
tags of the respective system can be seen. Green tags are
suggested correctly, red ones are stop words (not considered
for the performances measures) and orange ones are tags
that fit but are not in the original tags.

It should be considered that we have chosen to evaluate
the systems on the tags assigned by the original user to
get a realistic measure for the usefulness of the suggested
tags. This might penalize more exploratory systems, al-
though such a property might be desirable, as such systems
are more likely to suggest fitting tags the user did not think
of. Some examples for such cases can be seen in Figure 6:
the Tag Transfer system suggests game for a video about a
video game that was not tagged with this word.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we tackled the challenge of automatic tag

recommendation for web video clips. First, we evaluated in
a quantitative experiment on 23,000 YouTube videos differ-
ent tagging strategies such as user upload history-based ones
and social-based ones. Further, we introduced a novel ap-
proach, which fuses personalized tag suggestion with crow-
sourced content matching. This way, content analysis can
help to improve tag suggestions indicating strong improve-
ments over a standard content matching, and moderate ones
over a content-free history-based ranking.4
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